Issue 151, 14 January 2013

Positive contagion
Finally the media is shedding some of its negativity and making way for predictions of a good year on
the stock market this year. Today, I predict the S&P/ASX 200 will beat the psychologically important
5000-level and stay above it. Find out why.
Also in the Switzer Super Report, following an update to our income biased stock portfolio, this week
Paul Rickard introduces our growth biased stock portfolio for 2013. Find out how it was constructed,
and which stocks made the cut. Plus, Tony Negline looks at two important clauses in your super fund's
trust deed you probably didn't realised you rely on.
Have a great week.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Stocks to beat 5000-level
by Peter Switzer
At long last, the media is trying to give up its
excessively negative ways, with predictions of a good
year on the stock market becoming the subject of
front-page headlines on no less than the Fin Review.

be holding these stocks in two or three years time,
when the worst of this GFC mess is behind us. The
fact I pocketed an early bonus was just a nice down
payment on future streams of income.

Of course, regular readers of the Switzer Super
Report know we were arguing this all through 2012.
And long-term followers of the Switzer program on
the Sky News Business channel and
www.switzer.com.au would recall I’ve been
supporting stocks since early 2009.
So given the lateness of august publications to give
reliable guidance to investors, the question is: should
we wear ear muffs to block out the negative noise of
media outlets?
Recently, I was lamenting the preoccupation of news
services on the negative and my colleague at Sky
News, Michael Willisee, reminded me: “If it bleeds it
leads, Switz.”
That sums up the rationale for news outlets but does
this help investors trying to build wealth? And as a
consequence should investors avoid the bi-products
of negative news peddlers?
The simple answer is no! However, it’s crucial for
successful investors to siphon through the offerings
and never forget what their investment strategy is.
Sure, the general media spin last year was “watch
out — a left-field event is on the cards” with Spain,
Greece and Italy worrying bond markets, while others
made us panic about a hard landing for China. And
then there was the fiscal farce, courtesy of the US
Congress, but there can be pay offs in filtering news.
For example, when BHP and Rio hit lows, that news
encouraged me to go long these stocks because my
long-term investment strategy told me that I want to

News tells us when a CEO is under pressure, a new
one is appointed, Internet sales are bigger than
expected and some positive or crazy political decision
is on the way. All of these can affect our opinions of a
company and therefore how we invest.
Right now the media is telling us, albeit a little too
late, that:
China’s trade and inflation data confirms a
stronger economy than doomsday merchants
were predicting.
The US economy is on the mend, with
housing and manufacturing data getting better
by the month.
Warren Buffett says the US banking system is
“in the best shape in recent memory”.
Mario Draghi held back a rate cut for the EU
and that he expected a “positive contagion”
was on the way.
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I could go on, but you’ll get this sort of thing in
coming weeks, I’m sure, from yours truly.
Positive contagion
Last year, I argued that we need a snowball of
confidence to build and Draghi has talked about the
same thing with his “positive contagion”.
As interest rates fall and better news prevails —
there’s the function of news outlets again — defensive
investors will switch to stocks. Our S&P/ASX 200
should crack the 5000-level and stay above this
psychologically important mark — it should be third
time lucky, after failing in 2010 and 2011.
Of course, there’ll be dramas to worry us and the
news services will bring these to us but I see these as
buying opportunities. And, one day, the news will give
us reasons to sell out and go to cash — let’s hope
they see this earlier than usual, but I guess this is my
job!
One interesting piece of news over the weekend I
spotted was the stock markets of Italy, Spain and
Portugal are up 6% this year already! This suggests a
lot of other Europeans agree with Mario Draghi that
2013 will be the year of the positive contagion.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Our growth biased stock portfolio for 2013
by Paul Rickard
Last week, we updated our income biased stock
portfolio. This week, we introduce our growth biased
portfolio.
Critically, the purpose of these portfolios is to
demonstrate an approach and methodology to
portfolio construction that SMSFs could apply.
In relation to this growth biased portfolio, we need to
state some important caveats upfront. Firstly,
recognizing the importance of tax effective income
from dividends to the overall portfolio return, and a
general aversion by many SMSFs to taking excessive
risk, our sector biases are not strong. While there is
an orientation to the sectors and stocks that we
believe will grow over the medium term, our aim is to
design a portfolio that will also track reasonably
closely to the overall market, as measured by the
S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index. It is a bias only
towards growth.
Secondly, our universe of stocks to select from is, by
in large, confined to the top 50 stocks. More often
than not, the stocks with the best medium term
growth prospects will come from outside this group, in
particular, the so called ‘mid’ caps.
With these caveats decked, let’s move on to the
portfolio construction.

industrialisation and urbanisation, should drive
continued growth in the ‘materials’ and ‘energy’
sectors. Notwithstanding that ‘healthcare’ was the
best performing sector on the ASX last year, we
maintain that the growth in healthcare spending by
western governments, together with this being one of
the few industries that Australia can claim a position
of leadership, creates favourable long term growth
prospects for this sector.
Conversely, the sectors where we propose to invest
less than their index share are ‘financials’,
‘consumer staples’, ‘property trusts’ and
‘telecommunications’ – the so called “defensive”
sectors. With the banks, revenue growth is low single
digit and, arguably, they are expensive compared to
their international counterparts.
On a sector basis, our portfolio compares to the
market (S&P/ASX 200) as shown in the table at the
end of this article.
Stocks
Working on the basis that we need at least 10 stocks
for diversification and that once you get over 25, it
becomes pretty hard to monitor, we have selected 22
stocks. This is more than the income biased portfolio,
reflecting, in part, the increased risk in stock
selection.

Sector biases
Similar to our approach to the income biased
portfolio, we are applying a ‘top down’ approach to
the industry sectors and introducing biases that
favour the sectors that have the best medium term
growth prospects. These are the ‘materials’ sector
(metals, but not paper & packing or building
materials), ‘energy’ and ‘health care’.
Asian demand for hard commodities, through

In the ‘consumer discretionary’ sector, we have
avoided the retailing industry (where challenges from
online retail continue to threaten the “bricks and
mortar” stores) and selected Crown Limited from the
consumer services industry. With ‘consumer
staples’, we marginally favour the conglomerate
Wesfarmers over Woolworths.
Of the ‘financials’, we continue to avoid insurance
companies, and have taken a marginally overweight
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position in NAB and the ANZ (the former because it is
“cheap”, the latter because it provides a little more
exposure to growth outside Australia), and are
marginally underweight Commonwealth Bank and
Westpac. We have also added a regional bank for
recovery/growth – Bank of Queensland.
In ‘health care’, we have included CSL, Primary and
Ramsay. Although Computershare is classified as
‘information technology’, its global registry business
provides good exposure to recovering stock markets
and the resultant increase in primary market issues.
With ‘materials’, we are overweight the ‘metals and
mining’ sub-sector through exposure to the
diversified miners BHP and RIO. We have avoided
gold stocks, and included Orica. As a supplier and
manufacturer of commercial explosives and mining
chemicals, Orica also provides exposure to the
mining industry.
Portfolio
Our growth biased portfolio per $100,000 invested
(using prices as at the close of business on 31
December 2012) is as follows:

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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The broker wrap: 32 changes in individual stocks
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
The first two weeks of the new calendar year have
already marked a significant change from calendar
2012: Buy ratings no longer represent the largest
group in stockbroker ratings for individual stocks in
Australia. The week past saw Neutral ratings (and
their equivalents, such as Hold) grab the lead.
Several stockbrokers have used the quiet opening of
the year to update sectors, interest rate projections,
FX values and commodity price estimates and the
result has been an unusually busy week, generating
no less than 32 changes in ratings for individual
stocks.
The majority of these changes comprised of
downgrades to Neutral/Hold. Judging by changes
recorded on Monday, this trend is not necessarily to
be taken for granted, as most downgrades on the first
day of the week were to Sell/Underperform, while the
few upgrades recorded were to Neutral.
Excluding Monday’s changes, which will be included
in next week’s update, the FNArena Database now
shows over 44% of the covered market sits at
Hold/Neutral, compared to 42% at Buy and 14% at
Sell.

a company like Alumina.
The stock remains positively regarded in the FNArena
Database with five Buys, two Holds and one Sell. The
Buys are all about value and leverage to improving
prices, while the Sells focus on breakeven results (at
best) and limited returns for the next couple of years.
Next comes Ardent Leisure (AAD), with JP Morgan
lifting its call to Buy. The broker made the move on
confidence in management’s new set of targets,
which is bolstered by positive year-end increases to
Gold Coast arrivals, a normalising weather outlook
and a fairly attractive valuation picture. The stock
remains positively regarded, with three Buys and two
Holds recorded in the database.
BA-Merrill Lynch ran though a number of
recommendation changes for A-REITs as part of a
New Year’s readjustment on the sector. CFS Retail
Property Trust (CFX) was upgraded to Buy from
Neutral, Commonwealth Property Office Fund (CPA)
was boosted to Buy from Sell and FKP Property
(FKP) was upgraded to Hold from Sell. Builder Lend
Lease (LLC) was also upgraded by BA-ML, lifted from
Sell to Buy on relative underperformance in 2012 and
an improving macro environment.

We’ll run though the list of upgrades first.
Upgrades
In alphabetical order, we’re starting off with Alumina
(AWC). Last week, AWAC partner Alcoa beat
estimates with its 4Q result and the read through for
Alumina was fairly positive, according to most
brokers. You’d have to say Credit Suisse liked the
news the most, upgrading to Outperform from Neutral
not only on the performance, but on a belief that
Indonesian export restrictions on bauxite will soon
increase China’s dependence on alumina imports,
which would obviously be a positive development for

Evolution Mining (EVN) grabbed the attention of
Credit Suisse, the broker lifting it recommendation to
Hold from Sell on recent weakness in the share price,
although earnings forecasts were trimmed to reflect
new commodity and FX assumptions. The Hold from
CS is the only blemish on the stock in the database,
which otherwise shows five Buys.
Deutsche Bank lifted Lynas Corp (LYC) to Hold from
Sell as part of a sector review as well. However, the
broker does remain quite concerned about rare earth
prices and the prospects of more Malaysian issues.
St Barbara (SBM) enjoyed two upgrades to Buy on
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sector updates from both Deutsche and Macquarie.
The stock now boasts straight Buys in the database.
Downgrades
Macquarie Group (MQG) was the recipient of a boost
from UBS, who lifted from Hold to Buy, on
expectations the bank will begin to streamline its
business, possibly leading to the sale and closure of
the Securities and Capital operations. However, the
day prior saw BA-Merrill Lynch downgrade its call to
Neutral from Buy, believing the share price has now
run ahead of earnings and valuation metrics. The
changes see Macquarie maintain its slightly positive
rating in the FNArena Database, which shows two
Buys and five Holds.
The last of the upgrades was enjoyed by Premier
Investments (PMV), with Credit Suisse lifting from
Hold to Buy on increasing confidence about the
potential for earnings to stabilise for the group’s
mature brands, while also seeing some offshore
growth opportunities. The stock improves its positive
footing in the database, with three Holds and three
Buys on record.
The downgrade column is a far busier list and is
headed up by Atlas Gold (AGO), which was
downgraded to Sell from Hold by both Macquarie and
Deutsche Bank last week. Both brokers shifted their
calls as part of sector wide reviews, with a number of
mining stocks feeling the pressure of weak prices and
unfavourable FX updates as brokers move to update
models for the year ahead.
Macquarie’s re-jigging of the sector had more than
one victim. Bending under the weight of unfavourable
commodity price forecasts and FX models was BHP
Billiton (BHP), down to Hold from Buy, Discovery
Metals (DML), also down to Hold from Buy. Highlands
Pacific (HIG) was also trimmed to Hold by Macquarie,
as was Independence Group (IGO), Oz Minerals
(OZL) and Rio Tinto (RIO), while Northern Iron (NFE)
was cut to Sell from Hold.
Sticking with the miners, both Deutsche Bank and
Credit Suisse cut their calls on Fortescue (FMG). CS
moved from Buy To Hold, while Deutsche went from
Hold to Sell. Deutsche made its call on valuation
grounds as part of a sector review, while CS simply

thinks the price has run a little too hot of late.
Otherwise, the broker is positive on the company’s
medium term outlook and admits there could be
positive surprises in the short term. The stock
remains neutrally regarded in the database, with four
Buys, three Holds and a Sell on record.
The two brokers also downgraded Western Areas
(WSA), both moving from Buy to Hold, as part of the
same sector review. Downgrades to nickel forecasts
and increasing AUD/USD forecasts were cited as the
cause in each instance. Mirabella Nickel was also
caught up in CS review of nickel stocks, the broker
cutting from Buy to Neutral on the reasons above.
BA-Merrill Lynch had a big sector review of its own in
the A-REIT space, which saw BWP Trust (BWP) cut
to Sell from Hold, Centro Retail (CRF) clipped from
Buy to Hold, as was Stockland (SGP).
Next, UBS cut Commonwealth Bank (CBA) to Sell
from Hold, citing limited growth prospects and a
stretched looking valuation. The broker is otherwise
quite positive on the bank, it just expects to see very
little in terms of shareholder value-add in the nearer
term.
That leaves us with just one more downgrade left,
Sydney Airports (SYD), which was dropped to Hold
from Buy by Deutsche Bank. The broker reckons the
risk of an adverse tax ruling has simply created too
much uncertainty for the time being.
Price target changes were minimal despite all of the
upgrade/downgrade action. Fairfax (FXJ) saw its
consensus price target lifted by just over 4%, while
Ansell saw its target trimmed by 8.7%, APN News
and Media (APN) was pruned back by 29.4% and
earnings forecasts cut by 80%.
Consensus earnings forecasts for iiNet (IIN) were up
30.5% over last week, Transurban (TCL) was up
24.75%, Fairfax up 11.1% and BC Iron up 8.49%.
The downside sees Whitehaven lose 24%, Sims
Group down almost 21% and Iluka (ILU) down by
11.5%.
Note: FNArena monitors eight leading stockbrokers
on a daily basis and the tables below are based on
data analysis from the week past concerning these
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eight equity market experts. The eight experts in casu
are: BA-Merrill Lynch, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche
Bank, JP Morgan, Macquarie, CIMB (former RBS)
and UBS.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Clause and effect: important, but controversial
parts of superannuation
by Tony Negline
In your super fund’s trust deed, there are probably
two important clauses, which unwittingly you rely on
quite often.
One of these clauses is often called the “catch-all”
clause. The other is often called the “general
compliance” clause.
They are reasonably controversial parts of the
superannuation arena. Some argue that decent
catch-all and compliance clauses delay the need to
update Self Managed Super Fund trust deeds.
A general compliance clause is intended to
automatically incorporate super legislation changes
into your trust deed. Here’s an example of a general
compliance clause:
“Where compliance with a SIS requirement is a
pre-requisite for the fund as a self managed
superannuation to qualify as a complying fund and
that requirement has not been set out in this Deed
then the SIS requirement will deemed to have been
included in this Deed”.
A catch-all provision is intended to give trustees the
power to do anything that isn’t prohibited by law. An
example of a catch-all provision is:
“In addition to any powers expressly conferred upon
the Trustee by SIS Act or by the provisions of this
Deed, the Trustee has the power to do anything
which is not prohibited by SIS Act”.
General compliance provisions: a history
The history of general compliance provisions starts
with the super laws that existed before July 1994. In
those days, given the frequent changes to
superannuation law, lawyers attempted to deal with
these changes by including a provision to the effect

that any future rules were deemed, automatically, to
be incorporated into a super fund trust deed. Before
1994, there was even a regulation that said that super
fund trust deeds had to have one of these clauses.
Over time the drafting of this general compliance
clause became more sophisticated and attempted to
deal with not only new super laws and regulations,
which had to be included in a trust deed, but also
future modifications of existing laws.
At the same time, catch-all provisions became a
popular means of conferring power on trustees to
deal with any new developments in legislation and
practice.
The super laws that have been in place since 1994
no longer require these rules and it’s hard to find any
part of these laws that have to be included in the trust
deed. (There are some super laws that apply by force
of law, but this is a topic for another day.)
General compliance clauses only have a limited role
under the current version of the super laws. They’re
handy when the super laws contain a particular rule
that is subsequently relaxed.
The problem
The biggest problem with most general compliance
clauses is that they catch too much. For example, the
Queensland Supreme Court 2010 court case,
Donovan v Donovan, found that an SMSF trust deed
sought to allow for binding death benefit nominations
by simply incorporating the “relevant SIS
requirements” via a general compliance clause.
The Supreme Court decided the compliance provision
incorporated the SIS rules as they relate to binding
nominations for non-SMSF funds.
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Most SMSF trust deeds, however, continue to contain
these clauses and you need to know how and when
you rely on these when running your super fund.
In my next article, we’ll take a look at catch-all
clauses and see what they’re designed to do and
what it means for your super fund.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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The week ahead
Australia
January 14: Housing finance (November)
January 14: Credit & debit card lending (November)
January 14: Job advertisements (December)
January 14: Inflation gauge (December)
January 16: New car sales (November)
January 16: Consumer sentiment (January)
January 16: Lending finance (November)
January 17: Employment & unemployment (December)
Overseas
January 15: US Retail sales (December)
January 15: US Producer prices (December)
January 16: US Consumer prices (December)
January 16: US Industrial production (December)
January 17: US Housing starts (December)
January 18: China Economic growth (December quarter)
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